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Percussion Mass was written because Roger Heagny, former Director of Music at St. 
Francis Church, Lonsdale St., once said “Wouldn’t it be great to have a Mass 
accompanied by just percussion?” The idea fermented for over a year before the piece 
became reality and was given its first performance at the Feast of Corpus Christi at St. 
Francis in 1992.  
 
Performing a piece such as this as an actual Liturgy did shock a few people on that 
occasion, but most welcomed it as something very new in its approach and appeal. 
 
It is unusual in its demands on the performers too - few choirs have the experience of 
working solely with percussion and must adapt their ears to the sounds of the percussion 
instruments in order to find their pitch, rather than relying on piano or organ as is usually 
the case. 
 
The Mass is set in the original Latin (although greatly abridged in the Credo), and rather 
than being founded in theology takes emotion as the basis for each movement. 
 
Kyrie: this 2-lined prayer is pushed more towards a desperate plea by the thundering 
accompaniment of large drums. The chorus seldom move too far away from their 
relentless D and the semitones around it, creating an atmosphere of almost panic stricken 
wailing. 
 
Gloria: In contrast, a movement of pure celebration, based on the rhythms and drum 
ensembles of West Africa. Exotic instruments such as shekere and agogo bells make their 
appearance alongside bongos, congas, tomtoms and timpani. 
 
Credo: A truncated Latin text is introduced by dry thumps of the bass drum, as the 
chorus intone the statements of belief. For the first time, wooden instruments make their 
appearance to signify the earthly nature of Man. 
 
Sanctus/Benedictus: At the moment of Communion the Earth and Heaven supposedly 
meet, so this movement conjures an other-worldly atmosphere with the use of exclusively 
metal instruments. The sense of suspended time is only broken as the choir, in bell-like 
phrases, chime their Hosannas in response to the bell-dominated percussion material.  
 
Agnus Dei: The final prayer for peace returns to wood as the marimbas create a 
minimalist pattern over which the choir, in free counterpoint, intone the prayer. Timpani 
return at the end as the choir reiterates the Credo tune, in hope that belief is truth, the 
prayer be answered and peace granted. 


